3rd Grade Reading Recommendations

My Life Begins!  
Patricia MacLachlan  
Jacob studies his new triplet sisters for a science project and realizes that they grow more special each day.  
(J) MacLachlan

Welcome to Stubtoe Elementary  
Travis Nichols  
The Terribles might be monsters, but they’re also kids just like you! Well, sort of.  
(J) Nichols

Awesome Orange Birthday *  
Mitali Banerjee Ruths  
While planning her aunty’s party, Priya becomes overwhelmed with all the things to do.  
(J) Ruths

Leave It to Plum!  
Matt Phelan  
Plum the peacock must save the day when a tiny marsupial with a big ego tries to escape and take over the zoo.  
(J) Phelan

Battle of the Brains  
Jocelyn Rish  
This exploration into the minds of animals shows how they use their intelligence to survive in the wild.  
(S91.513 Ri)

The Great Biscuit Bake-Off  
Jennifer Castle  
Three siblings are pitted against each other while hosting a Dog Biscuit Bake-Off.  
(J) Disney

Wednesday Wilson Fixes All Your Problems  
Bree Galbraith  
Wednesday is only trying to help her brother when her latest business idea strikes.  
(J) Galbraith

I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967 *  
Lauren Tarshis, Georgia Ball  
Melody comes face-to-face with a mighty grizzly.  
(J Graphic Novel) Tarshis

The Ghost Tree  
Natasha Deen  
Asim's new town is freaking him out! There are weird noises, eerie lights, and an evil tree that is growing too fast.  
(J) Deen

Wednesday Wilson  
Totally Random Questions Volume 6  
Melina Gerosa Bellows  
Packed with surprising facts and colorful photos, this book answers wacky questions.  
(031.02 Be)

Ada Twist and the Disappearing Dogs *  
Andrea Beaty  
It’s up to Ada to follow the scientific method to find the town’s missing pets.  
(J) Beaty

Flowers Are Pretty Weird!  
Rosemary Mosco  
Prepare to be shocked by this book about some of nature’s strangest plants.  
(582.13 Mo)

Space Race  
Andrea J. Loney  
Abby and Dmitry ignore the rules of the virtual competition and accidently get stuck in the simulation.  
(J) Loney
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**Marina and the Kraken**
Lauren Magaziner
A team of five girls must stop a powerful villain by finding their mythical familiars.
(J) Magaziner

**Double, Double, Twins and Trouble**
Luna Graves
An accidental magical outburst threatens to expose a hidden monster community.
(J) Graves

**Just Joking 7**
Rosie Gowsell Pattison
Hilarious jokes paired with colorful, silly animal photos are sure to tickle your funny bone.
(817 Pa)

**Critter Chat**
Rosemary Mosco
Learn about animal communication through this collection of imagined social media posts.
(590.2 Mo)

**Super Family!**
Cale Atkinson
Chester goes on a family trip with his friend Amie while Simon is off to a ghost conference.
(J Graphic Novel) Atkinson

**Waffles and Pancake: Flight or Fright**
Drew Brockington
Waffles is a little nervous flying on an airplane for the first time.
(J Graphic Novel) Brockington

**Sharks: A Mighty Bite-y History**
Miriam Forster
Follow sharks from their earliest appearance through today’s challenges.
(597.3 Fo)

**Into the Heartlands**
Roseanne A. Brown
Shuri and T’Challa must face their fears as they set out to remove a curse from Wakanda.
(J Graphic Novel) Black

**Scurry! The Truth About Spiders**
Annette Whipple
How do spiders make silk? Are they dangerous? Find the answers to these questions and more.
(595.44 Wh)

**King of the Ice**
Kelly Starling Lyons
When his friend RJ bets that Miles will wipe out at the ice rink, he is determined to prove him wrong.
(J) Lyons

**Surviving the Wild: Rainbow the Koala**
Remy Lai
Rainbow struggles to find a tree to call home and faces a difficult test: surviving a bush fire.
(J Graphic Novel 599.25 La)

**Chibi Usagi: Attack of the Heebie Chibis**
Julie Fugui Sakai
Chibi and his friends must rescue the Dogu people and eliminate the threat of the king.
(J Graphic Novel) Sakai

**Pizza!: A Slice of History**
Greg Pizzoli
Go around the globe to explore the real story with fun facts of the world’s favorite food.
(641.8248 Pi)

**Endlessly Ever After: Pick Your Path to Countless Fairy Tale Endings!**
Laurel Snyder
Transforms classic tales into ever-changing, laugh-out-loud fractured fairy tales.
(P) Snyder

*Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.*